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From the 7-time James Beard Award-winning teacher, an invaluable reference handbook—from
picking ripe produce to cooking a perfectly tender lobster.Culinary students everywhere rely on
the comprehensive and authoritative cookbooks published by chef, instructor, and award-
winning author Jim Peterson. And now, for the first time, this guru-to-the-professionals turns his
prodigious knowledge into a practical, chockablock, quick-reference, A-to-Z answer book for the
rest of us.Look elsewhere for how to bone skate or trim out a saddle of lamb, how to sauté
sweetbreads or flambé dessert. Look here instead for how to zest a lemon, make the perfect
hamburger, bread a chicken breast, make (truly hot) coffee in a French press, make magic with a
Microplane. It’s all here: how to season a cast iron pan, bake a perfect pie, keep shells from
sticking to hardcooked eggs. How to carve a turkey, roast a chicken, and chop, slice, beat, broil,
braise, or boil any ingredient you’re likely to encounter. Information on seasoning, saucing, and
determining doneness (by internal temperatures, timings, touch, and sight) guarantee that
you’ve eaten your last bland and overcooked meal.Here are 500 invaluable techniques with
nearly as many color photographs, bundled into a handy, accessible format.

From the Back CoverALL IS REVEALEDHow To season a cast-iron skillet, bake a perfect fruit
tart, form crystal-clear ice cubes, make the perfect burger, decide which breading is best for veal
scaloppine and chicken breasts, know where to position the wineglass.Whether it's about
peeling, or chopping or carving, or blending or whipping, or even restaurant etiquette, it's all
here, compiled into 484 entries by master teacher and award-winning author James Peterson.
Packed with 533 step-by-step color photographs, hundreds of inspired ideas, and dozens of
delicious recipes. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the
AuthorJames Peterson is the author of nine award-winning and short-listed cookbooks,
including the James Beard Cookbook of the Year Sauces: Classical and Contemporary Sauce
Making, as well as Essentials of Cooking, Glorious French Food, and What's a Cook to Do? He
teaches, writes about, photographs, lives, breathes, and cooks fine food. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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What’s a Cook to Do?JAMES PETERSONARTISANContentsIntroductionTools, Techniques,
and AdviceEggs, Cheese, Pasta, and RiceVegetables and FruitsShellfish and FishPoultry and
MeatBroths, Soups, and SaucesPies and TartsCakes, Batters, and
CustardsBeveragesEtiquetteAcknowledgmentsIndexIntroductionLike any craft, cooking has its
little tricks. It’s these observations, short-cuts, and secrets, acquired during forty years in the
kitchen, that I offer in What’s a Cook to Do? I’ve tried to pass along what I’ve learned from
teaching (students make every mistake there is to make); what I’ve learned by accident (working
in restaurants where you need to think quickly in desperate situations); and what I’ve learned
through the slow perfection of techniques repeated many times (sometimes day after day for
years at a time).If I’ve learned from my students’ mistakes—the time the cherry tomatoes got left
in the oven overnight and were the best I’d ever tasted—I’ve also learned as much from their far-
ranging tastes and inquisitive minds. For instance, I am thinking of the student who taught me to
use cilantro instead of parsley in the salsa or the one who was fascinated with cooking with
organs and things that most of us don’t like.What I try to convey to them—and what I’d like to
convey to you—is that most cooking is simple: a chop is sautéed, a fish roasted, a simple sauce
whisked together. That you don’t ever have to nervously follow recipes step by step if you learn
how ingredients behave when exposed to heat, or what really happens when something braises
or is poached or sautéed. You can acquire a sense of temperatures and times and know when
things are done; that the fish is ready when a skewer slid through the back feels hot on your lip;
that the broken mayonnaise can be fixed in a second with a tablespoon of the bottled stuff. You
don’t need to make a laborious vinaigrette to sauce a salad or labor on complicated sauces.
With a few hints you can make a sauce as good as any restaurant in minutes.This compact but
chockful little book is organized with a basics sections up front, which is filled with tips about
how to work more efficiently, including seemingly obvious suggestions such as buying an apron
that’s easy to tie and untie, and a slew of unexpected ones, such as why you can toss out your
double boiler and your roasting rack. But the bulk of this book offers answers to all those
questions that gave title to this book: from how to keep the butter from burning, how to bread
cutlets, and how to store fresh herbs to when the heat should be high and when it should be
low.What’s a Cook to Do? also includes a small etiquette section, because I will never forget the
look on face of the wife of my French publisher when I mopped up my sauce with bread. When I
asked her if that was rude, she said it was done only at home, not in a restaurant. “Oh.” I said, “I
so love this sauce and there’s no other way to get at it.” She advised me to tear the bread into
minuscule pieces, one at a time, move it around the plate with the tip of my fork, and then eat it
with the fork. While such nuances have largely gone the way of the first edition of Emily Post,
other little tricks are more useful, such as how to signal the waiter when you’re ready to order
(stack the menus and put them to one side of the table) or that you’ve gotten up to go to the
restroom and haven’t left the table for good (leave your napkin on your chair, not on the table).



There are also tips about how to set the table, what glass to use for what wine, and how to order
wine in a restaurant.My sincere hope is that this modest guide makes life easier in the kitchen
and at the table. If you think of a tip to add or find something missing, send a note to What’s a
Cook to Do?, care of the publisher and we’ll try to answer your concern either by letter, e-mail, or
in the next edition.What’s a Cook to Do?Tools, Techniques, and AdviceGood cooking is really
the result of a collection of little things done well; it gives us pleasure when we perform these
tasks quickly and effortlessly. But kitchen chores can be frustrating if we don’t have the right
tools, our knives are dull, or we don’t know the right shortcuts. In this chapter you’ll find tips,
hints, and advice to get you started and to give you confidence in the kitchen.1 How to clean
everythingDespite the variety of sprays and cleaners on the market, virtually anything can be
cleaned with four inexpensive products: ammonia, detergent, bleach, or lye. However, none of
them should ever be used together.AmmoniaBecause ammonia is a gas, if you buy clear plain
ammonia and mix it with hot water and use it for surfaces such as stainless steel and, of course,
glass, it leaves no residue or smear.DetergentWhen mixed with hot water, detergent dissolves
fats and grease. On its own, detergent is neutralized quickly by fat, such as that on a greasy pot.
Rinse off the fat with hot water before washing with detergent.BleachBleach is the best
disinfectant there is; a good splash in a sink or bucket of hot water helps eliminate bacteria from
cutting boards, knives, and anything that may have come in contact with raw seafood or
meats.LyeThe cleaner par excellence, lye cuts through the most stubborn baked-on grease and
grit better than nearly any store-bought product. You can buy generic lye at a hardware store, but
heavy-duty oven cleaner, which is essentially lye, in a spray bottle will also do the trick. Be sure
it’s heavy duty. Soak anything that’s blackened, such as stove inserts, overnight in a sink of hot
water mixed with a cup of lye (add the lye to the water, not the other way around). Never touch
lye: Use gloves. Don’t let lye spatter in your eyes: If it gets in your eyes, immediately flush your
eyes with large amounts of cool water. Have a bottle of vinegar on hand in case you get it on
your skin—you’ll know if you do because your skin will feel slippery and begin to sting. Rub the
vinegar on immediately, and you’ll feel the slippery feeling go away. Don’t use lye to clean
anything made of aluminum—lye will eat right through it.HINT If you clean the grill rack or grill
pan every time you use it, a steel wool pad will usually clean it up again. But for a super-clean
grill or pan, over newspaper, spray with heavy-duty oven cleaner. Let sit an hour or two before
scrubbing it with steel wool. Remember to wear household or garden gloves.2 How to polish
copperUse the age-old professional French chef method—which is actually easier and cheaper
than store-bought products—of making a watery paste of coarse (kosher) salt and distilled white
vinegar and rubbing it on the copper. As you apply the paste, you’ll see the tarnish disappear.
Just rinse off the pan and dry.HINT Be sure to wear gloves unless you don’t mind being made
acutely aware of any tiny cuts or scratches on your hands.3 Choosing an apronChoose an apron
with long strings that you can tie in front, where you can see what you are doing. Don’t buy an
apron with strings so short that you have to tie them in back. Whether it is fancy or not, the apron
should be long and made of heavy cotton. Have it laundered every once in a while at the



cleaners to keep it white or bright. Professionals often wear half aprons that come up only to
their waists, but professionals have chefs’ jackets to protect their torsos. Unless you have one of
those, buy an apron that covers you all the way.4 Lost your oven mitt?For those of you who are
always in search of misplaced oven mitts, consider wearing a towel. Chefs always keep a kitchen
towel tucked into one side of an apron string. Use your towel for handling hot pots and pans and
for giving quick wipes to surfaces. Choose a heavy towel that will insulate against high heat.
Don’t use terrycloth, which can catch fire. Never pick up hot items with a wet towel, which will
conduct heat.5 How to store foodEvery food has different qualities and therefore should be
stored to preserve those qualities. Don’t reflexively wrap everything in plastic
wrap.VegetablesUncooked vegetables are best stored in the refrigerator, wrapped in parchment
or wax paper, not plastic. Plastic bags trap moisture and can cause mildew. Vegetables that are
used for flavor, and when texture is not important (such as that whole bunch of celery you
bought for one stalk), can be tightly wrapped in plastic wrap, then in foil, and frozen. They’ll lose
their texture—they’ll be mushy when thawed—-but the flavor will all be there.SeafoodKeep
shellfish such as mussels, clams, cockles, and live crabs and lobsters in a bowl, covered with a
wet towel, in the refrigerator.FishWhole fish can be kept in a flat container with holes in the
bottom, covered with a sheet of wax paper with ice on top. If you don’t have something flat with
holes, put the fish in a large colander set over a large pan.MeatAs meats rest in the refrigerator
they release liquid. It’s in this liquid that bacteria is most likely to grow. Wrapping meat in plastic
wrap causes the liquid to accumulate and can hasten the meat’s deterioration. A better choice is
wrapping the meat in something like butcher paper—ask your butcher for some extra—that
absorbs liquid. Alternatively, wrap meat in wax paper with the paper touching the surface of the
meat.6 How to sharpen knivesDull knives turn otherwise satisfying tasks such as slicing, dicing,
and chopping into arduous chores. We try the latest new-fangled knife sharpeners, but they
don’t work, and when it comes down to it, the idea of a sharpening stone or steel is just too
intimidating. Expensive or not, any knife needs to have an edge put on it, preferably, at least at
first, by an experienced professional who has the high-powered grinding equipment needed to
sharpen rock-hard stainless steel. In the days of carbon steel knives, we could have done this
ourselves, but modern steel is just too hard.If you decide to sharpen your knives yourself, buy a
high-quality stone (Japanese-made ones are superior) where tools are sold, not at places that
sell gourmet kitchen items. The best stones have two sides, ideally one fine and one very fine,
and they need to be soaked in cold water for 15 minutes before you use them.Using a stone to
sharpen a knife1. Place a folded wet towel on a firm work surface and place the soaked stone on
top. The towel holds the stone in place.2. With the knife at about a 20 degree angle from the
stone, start with the tip of the knife against the stone at the end farthest from you.3. Pull the knife
toward you, maintaining the angle, so that the blade of the knife slides along the entire length of
the stone and you wind up at the end of the stone nearest you with the base of the knife blade—
the end nearest the handle—against the stone.4. Continue in this way until you feel a “burr”—a
rough edge of broken steel along the side of the blade opposite the side you sharpened.5.



Repeat the sharpening process on the other side of the blade, again until you feel a burr on the
opposite side.6. Repeat the process, this time using the finer side of the stone and with the knife
at a slightly sharper angle, about 25 degrees. Use very gentle pressure so as not to break off the
thin edge you will have formed.7. Hone the knife by sliding it gently against a sharpening steel.
Here we show holding the steel vertically, pinned against the work surface but you can also hold
it upward in classic fashion and stroke the knife accordingly.7 What knives can’t I live without?
More-expensive knives, especially some of the popular heavy German knives, are made with
such hard steel that they are very difficult to sharpen (see entry 6). Less-expensive knives are
usually made from softer steel and can be sharpened quickly. Their blades are also thinner so
that when you’re slicing a large carrot, for example, the blade doesn’t force the slice away and
break it. It is possible to find carbon-steel knives from France or Japan, and they are easier to
sharpen than stainless steel, but they need to be sharpened more often and honed with a steel
every few minutes. They also rust if left in a wet sink and can stain some foods such as hard-
boiled eggs or onions. In spite of the drawbacks, many chefs still prefer carbon-steel knives
because they’re easier to keep sharp.• One chef’s knife: Buy the largest chef’s knife you can find.
A 14-inch knife will chop herbs twice as fast as an 8-inch one.• One paring knife: Buy a knife
about 4 inches long and use it for trimming vegetables, boning poultry, or preparing fruit.• One
flexible knife (optional): A long, thin flexible knife is handy for filleting fish, and an even longer,
thin flexible knife is useful for slicing smoked salmon and prosciutto.• One boning knife
(optional): Its narrow medium-long blade is handy for reaching between bones and flesh and
into other hard-to-reach places.• Bread knife (recommended): A 10-inch knife with a serrated
blade is almost essential.HINT Place a cork on the sharp ends of your knives to prevent them
from doing damage, especially if you’re traveling.8 Why you need more than one cutting boardIf
you’re chopping a bunch of parsley or mincing a large amount of anything, you want to chop as
much at once as you can. If your cutting board is small, the food will fall off the sides of the board
and there won’t be enough room to chop. So, your main cutting board should be as large as
possible. You should have a medium- to large-size board with a moat around it on at least one
side for carving. At the table or in the kitchen, the moat keeps the juices from flowing out onto the
tablecloth or work surface. Have a couple of very small boards for tiny chores like cutting lemons
or a garlic clove. Wash boards with hot water and bleach after using them to cut up raw meats,
seafood, or chicken.What kind of board should I buy?Wooden boards are best and won’t dull
your knives as fast as plastic. The paper-thin plastic “boards” popular now are easy to transport
and store, but they tend to move around when you use them.HINT To keep the cutting board
from sliding around on the surface, put a damp kitchen towel or one or two wet paper towels
underneath.9 How to use a slicerUsually called a mandolin, despite looking nothing like the
instrument, large and expensive metal vegetable slicers used to be the only ones available.
Professional chefs can’t live without them, but most home cooks can get by with an inexpensive
plastic version for about a fifth the price.Metal slicersThese are still the best if you do a lot of
slicing, and they are great for potatoes. The best brands allow you to take the blades out so you



can sharpen them, and they have julienne attachments. These attachments are almost essential
if you make french fries with any regularity. But they can be scary because they have lots of
sharp little blades that can easily cut you if you’re careless.Plastic slicersThe Benriner brand
allows you to adjust the thickness of the slices with a small nut on the back. Other brands use
insertable blades that restrict you to only a few thicknesses, none of which seems to be the one
you need. Most people lose the safety guard within a few days, so when you’re slicing and you’re
working closer to the blade, hold the food with a towel.Benriner plastic slicerRotating the nut to
adjust the thickness10 Using a food processorA food processor is a pretty straightforward
gadget; it has only one speed and a limited number of attachments. Some newer models have
miniature attachments that fit on the motor and make it possible for you to grind or chop smaller
amounts of foods, such as parsley, that would otherwise cling to the walls of the processor out of
reach of the blade. Some processors also have graters for cheese and vegetables, but don’t
expect them to do a very neat job. When using a food processor to chop or for delicate
operations such as making pie dough, use the pulse mechanism so you don’t chop vegetables
into purees or overwork doughs.HINT When you puree liquids, a blender (immersion or
stationery) is usually better than a food processor because the processor often leaks where the
blade attaches to the base when filled with liquid.11 How to blend hot liquidsAn immersion
blender, the end held well below the surface, is best for blending hot liquids. If the liquid is too
shallow, tilt the pan so the liquid is deep on one end and blend that. Hot liquids blended in a
regular blender (see entry 12) have a tendency to shoot out the top.12 How to use a blenderThe
blender is often the best device to use for pureeing liquids. The only drawbacks are in having to
transfer the liquid from the pot to the blender and the risk of the hot soup or sauce shooting out
of the top.1. When pureeing hot liquids in a regular blender, never fill the blender more than half
full.2. Hold the lid down tightly with your hand wrapped in a towel.3. Start by pulsing very quickly
on the lowest speed. As the air above the hot liquid is heated, the liquid will try to shoot out the
top. After several pulses, you should be able to let the blender run.Immersion blenderAn
immersion blender, essentially a rod with a blender blade at one end, is designed to be
immersed right in the pot. It allows you to puree directly in the pot you use to make a soup or
puree, eliminating the need of transferring foods to a regular blender and the dangerous process
of pureeing hot foods in a closed blender.13 How to strain liquids and puree solids and
semisolidsWhat’s the best way to strain liquids? Ideally, strain through a fine-mesh strainer.
Don’t use a spoon to work the liquid through, but rather move a small ladle rapidly up and down
in quick little movements.What kind of strainer do I need?In an ideal kitchen there would be
three kinds of strainers.• China cap: This is a large metal cone with holes in it and with a handle.
Its sturdy construction makes it handy for straining mixtures containing sharp pieces of shell or
bone that might damage a regular strainer. It’s also handy for straining large amounts of broth.•
Mesh strainers: Coarse-mesh strainers should be as large and wide as possible to make
straining more efficient. The best fine-mesh strainers for sauces and delicate soups are the
classic cone-shape chinois (pictured in the last row on page 166), but round fine-mesh strainers



also suit.Mesh strainer• Drum sieves: These come in two varieties, small wooden ones with a
fine-mesh screen and larger metal ones with removable screens for different finenesses. The
wooden ones are finished when the screen wears out, but they are a fourth the price of the metal
ones. Drum sieves are the absolute best instruments for making fine silky purees. Semisolid
mixtures, like mashed potatoes, can be pureed and strained at the same time through a drum
sieve. You can also use a ricer, a gadget that pushes cooked vegetables and fruits through a
perforated bowl, or work the mixture through a strainer by pushing it back and forth with a ladle
turned downward.Drum sieve14 What grater to useSometimes the old-fashioned inexpensive
gadget is the best. A box grater is great for grating most things, but keep in mind that not all box
graters are made alike. When selecting one, look for one with very fine teeth that protrude from
the sides, not the tiny little punch-outs that turn foods to mush. A rasp grater, essentially a long
rulerlike grater with very sharp fine teeth, is perfect for grating hard cheeses and garlic and for
zesting citrus fruits.15 Why do I need a food mill?A food mill is one of those bizarre-looking
kitchen gadgets that you may not have seen since you were rummaging around in your
grandmother’s kitchen cabinets. Essentially a strainer with a propellerlike set of blades for
forcing foods through a metal disk with holes, it is the perfect tool for straining vegetables and
making purees at the same time. If you make tomato sauce with any regularity, it’s a must.16
What are “aromatic vegetables”?The words aromatic vegetables describe onions, carrots,
celery, and sometimes turnips, celeriac, or fennel that are cooked in broths, stews, or braised
dishes to maximize flavor.17 How to peel onionsUnless you need perfect rounds of onion, such
as for onion rings or to garnish a burger, cut the onion in half vertically before peeling—peeling
each half is easier than peeling the onion whole.To peel pearl onionsPlunge them in a pot of
boiling water and boil for one minute. Drain them in a colander and immediately rinse them with
cold water. Pull away the peel with your thumb, finger, and a small knife.18 How to chop onions
and shallotsTo develop your kitchen skills, practice slicing and mincing onions and shallots the
way the pros do. By slicing these whole round vegetables in two directions while leaving the
slices attached to the base, you can then slice across the vegetable and it will end up finely
minced.1. Notice that the layers of the vegetable attach at one end. Keep this end, called the
root end, intact.2. With the knife on its side, slice the vegetable as thinly as you can as close to
the root end as possible—without cutting through it.3. Next, with the knife in the normal upright
position, slice again so the onion is sliced in two directions.4. Slice the vegetable and it will fall
apart into tiny bits. Push the root ends aside and add them to simmering broth or chop them
separately.19 Which onions to use for whatThe best all-purpose onions are the “yellow” Spanish
onions sold at most supermarkets. When serving the onions raw, you may prefer the fresher
white onions or red onions, sometimes called Bermuda onions. Very sweet onions, such as Maui
onions or Vidalias, are best served raw; when used in recipes, they can make sauces or soups
overly sweet. Make a French onion soup, for example, with red or yellow onions.20 How to get
the most flavor out of onionsThe secret to getting the flavor out of onions to use in soups or
stews is to slice them very finely and then cook them gently in butter until they “melt.” Keep in



mind that when you slice the onions, what looks like a lot of onions will shrink to about a tenth of
their size.1. Slice onions very thinly and put them in a pan with butter. Cook over medium heat,
stirring every minute or so for about 25 minutes.2. The onions will now have released a lot of
liquid. Cook until the liquid evaporates and caramelizes on the bottom and sides of the pan.3.
Deglaze the pan (see entry 36) with a little broth, water, wine, or port, and then caramelize it
again. You can repeat this caramelization as many times as you like to magnify the flavor of the
onions.21 How to peel a carrotYou can peel a carrot very quickly by cutting off the root end and
holding the carrot diagonally over a cutting board. Cut off the peel in long lengthwise strips,
moving a swivel-type peeler (see entry 27) rapidly back and forth.22 How to slice a
carrotSometimes you need carrots in perfect rounds so they look their best, but if they’re being
strained out, such as when making a stew, it’s more efficient to cut them into little triangles.HINT
By turning the knife slightly inward, you’ll prevent the slices from rolling all over the work
surface.To form roundsHold the carrot firmly on the cutting board. If you’re slicing with your right
hand, hold the carrot with your left hand and curl your fingers under. Use the knuckles of your left
hand, which should touch the knife, to guide the thickness of the slices.To form trianglesMany
old-fashioned recipes call for chopping carrots into little wedges, because wedges are easy. Cut
a peeled carrot in half lengthwise and then each half lengthwise into thirds (maintain a 45-
degree angle on each side). A crosswise slice gives you triangles.23 How to dice carrots1. Cut
peeled carrots into 2- to 3-inch sections and use a vegetable slicer to square off the sides.2. Use
a knife to cut the sections lengthwise at the thickness you want the cubes.3. Cut the slices
lengthwise to the width you want the cubes.4. Then cut across the sticks to get cubes.24 How to
prepare celeryIf you’re serving celery sticks you may want to peel the celery to make it less
stringy. Cut off the stalk end and wash thoroughly to remove dirt.Celery (including the leaves)
can also be chopped and used in stews and soups.25 How to peel, mince, and crush garlic1.
Hold a large knife sideways about an inch over the clove. Give the knife a quick whack with your
other hand, crushing the clove. Make a thin slice along the root end of the clove to detach the
peel and lift it away.2. Slice the garlic lengthwise, leaving the slices attached at the root end.3.
Make 3 horizontal slices through the garlic, again leaving them attached at the root end.4. Finely
slice the garlic crosswise.5. To make a garlic paste, crush the minced garlic a tiny bit at a time
with the side of a large knife.26 How to loosen peelsTo loosen the peels of fruits and vegetables
such as pearl onions, apricots, peaches, garlic, and tomatoes, plunge them in boiling water and
drain. Except for pearl onions, the time needed in boiling water depends on the ripeness of the
fruit—ripe tomatoes can be plunged for 15 seconds, while underripe tomatoes and harder
apricots need 1 minute. After a longer plunging, rinse the fruit or vegetable with cold water or
plunge in a pot of cold water, then peel off the skin.27 How to choose a peelerThere are several
kinds of vegetable peelers on the market, and not all are right for all jobs.SwivelMost American
peelers have a blade that swivels so that it conforms to the surface of whatever is being peeled.
Most of us tend to peel away from us, in which case a swivel peeler works best. Use with
vegetables that are hard to hold as well as carrots, large potatoes, and zucchini.Swivel



peelerNonswivelSome peelers have a simple fixed blade. These are best for those of us who
peel toward ourselves. For peeling round fruits and vegetables such as turnips and apples, a
nonswivel peeler works best.Nonswivel peelerSlingshot and other shapesSome shapes, such
as slingshot-shaped peelers, are awkward for some tasks (such as peeling potatoes) but fine for
others (like curling chocolate). Always buy a peeler that’s easy to hold.Slingshot peeler28
Choosing pots and pansPots and pans are made from a wide variety of materials and come in a
wider range of prices. The difference between a pot and a pan is really one of degrees; a pot has
sides that are high in relation to the bottom, while pans have low sides. Whatever the size the pot
you choose, its bottom should be heavy and thick. Pick it up and get a feel for it—its weight,
handle grip, and size. What is important is its being comfortable and manageable in your
hands.AluminumIf you’re buying a very large pot, copper or stainless steel will make it very
expensive. Bought at a professional cooking supply store, an aluminum pot is the least
expensive and works fine. (Aluminum is rarely a problem, just don’t use it to cook egg yolks or
artichokes—they will react with the aluminum.) You can also use aluminum for your smaller pots
and pans.CopperCopper pots are the best conductors of heat and look great in the kitchen.
Some of us use copper because of its feel and the incomparable evenness of its cooking.
Copper, of course, does tarnish, but it can be easily cleaned (see entry 2). However, there are
those of us who don’t mind the look of well-used and tarnished pots. For years, copper pots
were lined only with tin, but nowadays they are often lined with stainless steel. Unless you’re
planning to use the pot nonstop for years, tin is the better value—it’s cheaper and the copper is
thicker and heavier. Copper pots, especially tin-lined ones, are very heavy, so feel them before
buying.BimetalPots of copper clad with stainless steel conduct heat as well as plain copper, but
they have the advantage of not tarnishing. These are almost as expensive as copper pots.Cast
ironCast-iron skillets and pots are cheap, heavy, and easy to find, but they need to be seasoned.
To do so, heat oil and salt in them until the oil smokes and then rub them thoroughly with a rag to
dry. The cooked oil forms a protective coating that keeps the pan from rusting. Ideally, cast iron
should be cleaned only by wiping with a dish towel or paper towel. If you need to wash it with
soap and water, you’ll need to reseason it. One drawback is that it’s hard to see the condition of
caramelized juices after sautéing because the pans are dark.Anodized aluminumTreated so that
it is less reactive, anodized aluminum is dark and, like cast iron, makes it difficult to judge the
condition of juices from sautéed meat or fish cooking in the pan.Enameled ironSome of the best
and least expensive heavy pots and pans are made of cast iron coated with enamel. The enamel
prevents the food from touching the cast iron, which can discolor some foods.Stainless
steelRugged and durable, stainless steel has the advantage over aluminum, cast iron, and
tinned copper of being completely nonreactive so that it doesn’t affect the color or flavor of
foods. Its main disadvantage is that it’s expensive and conducts heat less well than copper or
bimetal pans.NonstickPans that don’t stick are a boon for cooking fish, omelets, or anything
delicate, and they are now available in a relatively heavy gauge. Because they are nonstick,
juices don’t adhere to them so in recipes that call for deglazing, there’s nothing to deglaze.29



When do I cover the pot?There are lots of rules and theories about covering.Boiling green
vegetables for more than 5 minutes with the cover on the pot can cause them to turn gray
(volatile acids released by the vegetables are trapped).When braising something that rises
above the surface of the liquid, cover the pot with foil and then press down in the middle. Put on
the lid. By suspending the foil over the meat, condensation forms and collects on the underside
of the foil and drips over the meat, basting it. Covering the pot allows whatever is above the
surface of the liquid to steam; the foil bastes the food from the inside.If poaching foods in a
relatively large amount of liquid (in essence when you make broth), leave the lid off so the liquid
can reduce and become more concentrated and to make it easier to skim off fat and scum.What
about partially covering?If you’re braising vegetables, for example, with liquid to come halfway
up their sides, you want the part of the vegetable that’s above the liquid to steam, hence the
need for the cover. But why partially covered? Because sometimes you want the liquid to
evaporate and concentrate at the same time the food braises, such as when glazing
vegetables.30 Which sauté pans do I need?While we have the habit of calling cast-iron pans
skillets, a skillet and a sauté pan are really the same thing. A sauté pan has relatively low sides
and is used for browning foods, usually over high heat. Sauté pans are available with both
straight and sloping sides. Straight sides are good when you’re finishing the sautéed food with
liquid. Sloping sides are helpful when you want to toss food in the pan. Buy several different-size
sauté pans so you’re able to cook your food in a pan it fits in, leaving no extra amount of surface
on which juices and fats will burn. Buy sauté pans with a shiny surface on the inside so you can
see caramelization when it occurs.• One 10-inch straight-sided sauté pan for sautéing foods and
making a pan-deglazed sauce. If you deglaze and reduce a sauce (see entry 36) in a sauté pan
with sloping sides, the level of the liquid decreases and liquid burns on the sides. This pan is
great for a cut-up chicken. The chicken can be sautéed, the fat poured out, and the chicken put
back in the pan to simmer with flavorful liquids such as wine or broth.• One 12-inch nonstick
sauté pan for fish. An oval pan is very handy for whole fish and fish fillets.• One 8- to 10-inch
nonstick sauté pan with sloping sides for omelets (see entry 125).Why pan size mattersThe
reason it’s necessary to go out and buy a whole collection of different-size sauté pans is to have
the pan fit as close as possible to the food you’re sautéing. If the pan is too small, you’ll have to
cram in the ingredients, which can cause them to steam and never brown. If the pan is too big,
the juices run over to the part that’s uncovered and burn. (If you have to make do with just one,
buy a larger pan and when you sauté, fill the empty spaces with trimmings or vegetables.)31
How to sauté with butterButter is great for sautéing because of the flavor it imparts, but it can be
tricky to use because it burns easily. Whole butter is perfect for sautéing or panfrying foods such
as chicken, potatoes, or pancakes, that require cooking over low to moderate heats. When high
temperatures are required, such as when browning thin pieces of meat or fish, sautéing scallops
or cultivated mushrooms, or cooking any food that needs to be browned quickly, whole butter
can’t be used or it will burn. Butter used for sautéing at high temperatures needs to be clarified,
which means having the milk-solid proteins that burn removed (see entry 32).HINT Despite fears



that butter leaves our foods loaded with cholesterol, foods cooked in butter, unless breaded,
absorb very little fat and are left coated with proteins from the butter that give them a buttery
flavor without the fat; most of the fat is left behind in the pan.1. Put butter in a cold sauté pan and
gradually heat the pan. (If you add cold butter to a hot pan, the butter will go straight up in
smoke.)2. As you heat the butter, rotate the pan so the butter covers the surface evenly.3. As the
butter gets hot, it will foam; as it gets hotter, the foam will subside. This is the point when food is
added to the pan (heated beyond this point with nothing else in the pan, the butter will burn).
Make sure that the food completely covers the bottom of the pan or the butter will burn wherever
exposed.Butter, margarine, or shortening?Margarine and shortening are made by hydrogenating
oils into a more saturated form—a row of carbon atoms is surrounded with more atoms of
hydrogen—so that it remains solid at room temperature. Margarine and shortening are also
emulsions, meaning they contain water dispersed in tiny particles within the fat. Shortening is
also a foam, which means that it contains air in tiny particles dispersed in the fat. Because it’s an
emulsion and a foam and contains just the right combination of hydrogenated fats, shortening
works very well in pastries and cakes. Its flavor, however, is ghastly. Margarine and shortening
are less expensive than butter, and some brands of margarine no longer contain trans-fats, but
when flavor is important, butter is the clear winner.32 What is clarified butter?Clarified butter is
butter with the milk-solid proteins taken out; these proteins are what cause the butter to burn at
low temperatures. If you’re sautéing with high heat or for prolonged periods and don’t want the
butter to burn or flecks of toasted butter adhering to the food, you’ll need to use clarified
butter.To clarify large amounts (more than 2 pounds) of butter1. Melt the butter in a heavy-
bottom pot and let it sit for 15 minutes.2. With a ladle, skim off the froth that has formed on top of
the butter and discard.3. Lift off the melted clear butterfat—the clarified butter—with a ladle,
leaving the water contained in the butter, now useless, in the bottom of the pot.To clarify less
than a pound of butter1. Make what is also called ghee or beurre noisette by cooking unsalted
butter in a heavy-bottom saucepan over medium heat until it froths, and the froth begins to
settle.2. As the froth settles, you’ll see white specks in the butter; watch these closely. When they
turn to brown and adhere to the bottom and sides of the pan, dip the bottom of the pan in a bowl
of cold water to stop the cooking.3. Strain the butter through a paper towel, coffee filter, or fine
mesh strainer into a bowl. It is ready to use.33 Which oil to use for whatOil is used for sautéing,
essentially to prevent food from sticking to the bottom of the pan; for frying; and for dressing
salads and flavoring sauces. Unlike butter, which is an emulsion, oil is sometimes emulsified into
a mayonnaise or vinaigrette to bring out its flavor. Its high smoking temperature makes it a better
medium than butter or animal fats for frying or sautéing. There are many different kinds of oil,
each with its own characteristics and uses.HINT When using extra virgin olive oil in a vinaigrette
or a mayonnaise (see entries 72 and 367), don’t beat the mixture hard with a whisk or it will turn
bitter. Instead, stir it gently with a wooden spoon. Another hint: Olive oil from Sicily is beginning
to appear in fancy grocery stores; it’s often a very good value.Extra virgin olive oilIt is
conceivable for someone to live having only one oil—extra virgin olive oil. This oil results from



the first pressing of olives and is best used as a dressing. It’s a waste to use this sometimes very
expensive oil for frying or sautéing—the high heat destroys its flavor—and there are times, such
as when making mayonnaise, when such an assertive flavor isn’t appropriate. In an ideal world,
we’d have an assortment of extra virgin olive oils from all over the world to use on our salads or
on seafood, but most of us can be happy with one. Inexpensive extra virgin olive oil is often
comparable to more expensive brands, so unless you’re sure of what you’re buying, you don’t
necessarily get more quality for more money. Don’t combine extra virgin olive oil with mustard;
they don’t agree. If you like mustard in your vinaigrette, use “pure” olive oil or vegetable oil.“Pure”
olive oilIn addition to extra virgin olive oil, “pure” olive oil is useful to have on hand. Pure olive oil
is the lowest marketable grade of olive oil, which, in processing, has been stripped of most of its
flavor components, leaving it with a very neutral taste. This is exactly the point. There are times
when we don’t want our oil to have any taste. Use pure olive oil for frying and sautéing because it
leaves none of the unpleasant fishy taste found in so many vegetable oils. It is also much less
expensive than extra virgin oil, whose flavor is destroyed by the heat. Many chefs use it as an all-
round oil instead of vegetable oil.Vegetable oilUnlike olive or nut oils, which are designed to
contribute flavor to a dish, vegetable oils such as canola oil are suited for sautéing and frying
and in salads when you don’t want the flavor of the oil to be noticeable. Most vegetable oils are
relatively benign, but occasionally they take on an odd fishy taste; you may need to experiment
with different oils—canola, safflower, peanut—and different brands.Nut oilNut oils have become
very popular, but take care with them. Raw nut oils—except for peanut oils—are almost always
rancid before you even get them home, and if they’re not, they will be soon. The best-known
maker of roasted nut oils is Le Blanc. Le Blanc’s oils are not cheap in terms of price per volume,
but you can use a tenth as much as you’d need of an oil made with raw nuts. Store nut oils in the
freezer.HINT To avoid rancidity and have an oil with better flavor, buy nut oils made from roasted
nuts. Roasting the nuts brings out their flavor and helps preserve them.Flavored oilSome cooks
like to flavor their oils with herbs such as thyme or marjoram or with aromatic ingredients such as
garlic. Use an inexpensive extra virgin olive oil or pure olive oil, but never toy with the flavor of
fine extra virgin oil.Nut oil varietiesWalnut: most subtly flavored nut oil; goes well with bitter
greens such as endive and gives a nutty flavor to mayonnaiseHazelnut: made from roasted nuts,
the most alluring of all nut oils; use in very small amounts since its flavor is very pronounced.
Brush vinaigrette made with good vinegar and a little hazelnut oil on fish filletsPistachio: hard to
find and expensive; adds subtle complexity to delicate greens and is lovely dribbled on roasted
or grilled fishPeanut: supermarket oil doesn’t impart a peanut flavor; cold-pressed oils have full
peanut flavor; both good for stir-fried and other Asian dishesAlmond: has very little flavor unless
made from roasted nuts; delicious on greens, in vinaigrettes, and mayonnaisePinoli nut: subtle
oil best on grilled fish and shellfish such as shrimp34 How to intensify the flavor of butterBy
using beurre noisette made by caramelizing milk solids in butter (see entry 32), you can give
soups and stews, especially those utilizing lentils and beans, a more intensely buttery flavor. Use
beurre noisette in recipes that call for melted or clarified butter. Adding a small amount to the



egg yolk base for a hollandaise (see entry 384), you can use much less butter but still have
buttery flavor. If you’re trying to cut down on cholesterol, use half beurre noisette and half neutral
oil in emulsified sauces like hollandaise and its derivatives.35 Does adding oil to butter keep it
from burning?The advice given in many cookbooks to add oil to butter to keep it from burning in
a hot pan and allowing it to be heated to a higher temperature is a fallacy. What causes butter to
burn is the protein it contains—the milk solids—and unless these proteins are removed, they will
burn, regardless of whether or not oil is combined with the butter.HINT By starting oil or clarified
butter in a cold pan and putting it over high heat, you can judge its temperature by how it looks in
the pan. Hot oil begins to form ripples; even hotter oil, necessary for rapid sautéing, begins to
smoke.36 How to deglaze a panDeglaze is just a fancy word for adding liquid to the pan you’ve
used to sauté meat or fish. To properly deglaze, pour any cooked oil or butter out of the pan and
add a liquid such as wine or water to dissolve the juices that have caramelized and adhered to
the bottom of the pan. Deglazing is often the first step when making a pan sauce.37 How to
make toasts and croutonsIf you have slices of bread that won’t fit into the toaster, slide them
under the broiler—just watch them like a hawk, since they can burn very quickly. Once they are
browned on the first side, turn.Croutons come in various shapes: rounds that can be used as a
base for poached eggs and cubes of various sizes for soups, salads, and stuffings. To keep
croutons from getting soggy in soups or salads, or when being used to hold poached eggs, cook
them gently, in a sauté pan, in butter (ideally, clarified butter) or olive oil until golden brown on
both sides. To make tiny croutons for soup, use thin sandwich bread, cut off the crusts, and cut
the bread into cubes. Cook these gently in butter or olive oil in a sauté pan over medium heat,
tossing often, until golden brown. Bread cubes for stuffings don’t need to be cooked, but they will
maintain their shape and texture better if cooked in butter or oil first.HINT To make garlic bread,
toast the bread first, peel a garlic clove for every 6 slices or so, and rub it vigorously over the
rough surface of the toast. You can then either butter the bread and put it in the oven a minute to
melt the butter, or brush the bread with melted butter.38 How to make and use bread
crumbsCooks often confuse fresh and dried bread crumbs. Dried bread crumbs are sprinkled on
something that needs a little texture, an almost imperceptible crunch. For example, dried bread
crumbs can be sprinkled over gratins (see entry 145). Fresh bread crumbs are used for covering
foods with a delicate soft coating (such as the chicken breasts in entry 300).To make dried bread
crumbs1. Cut the crusts off white bread and let the bread dry out for a couple of days, or dry it
out in a low oven without letting it brown.2. Process in a food processor and work through a
strainer or drum sieve (see entry 13).3. Sprinkle on baked foods such as tomatoes, cauliflower
gratin, or cassoulet to give texture.To make fresh bread crumbs1. Cut the crusts off white bread
and let the bread sit out for about 12 hours—the bread should be just barely beginning to dry
out.2. Pulverize it in a food processor.3. Work the crumbs through a drum sieve or strainer.Panko
crumbsIf you like a crusty crunchy coating to your breaded foods, replace the fine bread crumbs
with panko crumbs, now available at most supermarkets.39 Ways to breadChicken or veal
cutlets, whole fish, or fish fillets can be coated with different ingredients, but the end result is



always moister meat.Coat with flourFood that has been coated with flour before being sautéed is
cooked meunière and is usually served with frothy butter and lemon juice.1. Coat food with
flour.2. Sauté over high heat in clarified butter (see entry 32).3. Pat off any burned butter and put
the food on plates or on a platter.4. Pour out the cooked butter.5. Sprinkle the foods generously
with lemon juice.6. Heat fresh whole butter in the pan until it froths and pour it over the food.7.
Serve immediately.Coat with flour and beaten eggFlouring and then dipping in a beaten egg
make a light coating between meunière and a heavier breading. Prepare as above. The French
call this à la parisienne.Coat with flour, beaten egg, and fresh bread crumbsCoat the food first
with flour, dip it in beaten egg, and then dip it in fresh bread crumbs (à l’anglaise). Prepare as
above.Coat with flour, beaten egg, and parmigiano-reggianoUsing finely grated parmigiano-
reggiano instead of bread crumbs makes this coating à la milanaise.40 What does “to sweat”
mean?Some readers of recipes are confused by directions that say “to sweat” an ingredient,
usually a root vegetable such as a carrot or onion. Sweating means to cook in a small amount of
fat over low heat, sometimes covered, so the moisture inside the vegetable is extracted to the
outside and eventually evaporates, concentrating the vegetable’s flavor. The purpose of
sweating is to cook the vegetable through and get its juices to caramelize on the vegetable or in
the pan only after the vegetable has softened.41 How to steamTo cook foods with steam, you
need to suspend them over boiling liquid in a closed container. Two kinds of steamers are
commonly sold. One is a fold-out steamer with perforated leaves, which fits into a small
saucepan and holds foods such as vegetables suspended over hot liquid, usually boiling water.
The second kind of steamer, sometimes called a couscoussier, has its own pot and an
attachment on top with a perforated bottom. Foods such as fish and shellfish can be arranged in
the top section while boiling liquid is held in the bottom section.You can also improvise a
steamer by using a round cake rack placed in a pot or wok, to hold foods above boiling
liquid.Foods such as mussels, cockles, or clams can be steamed without a steamer since the
shells keep the shellfish for the most part above the liquid.42 When microwave ovens are a
godsendMicrowave ovens are great for those who cook small amounts of food or those who
need to cook something quickly. The time needed in the microwave increases with the amount of
food—ten potatoes in a microwave might take an hour to cook, while one potato might take 5
minutes. In the conventional oven, one potato can take as long as 20 minutes. As the microwave
cooks unevenly, to compensate here are two tips.1. Reposition root vegetables and tubers every
few minutes—turned around, upside down, placed in different parts of the microwave—and
allow to rest before each repositioning so the heat can spread evenly throughout the vegetable
or starch.2. Put fish in a flat container with a few tablespoons of liquid such as water or wine and
cover the container with tightly sealed plastic wrap. Microwave it until the liquid boils and the
plastic wrap puffs up. Reposition the container and let it rest a few minutes, then repeat the
process. In this way the fish is actually braising (after cooking, you can convert the liquid into a
sauce in the same way that you could if you had baked the fish or simmered it on the
stove).HINT If you’re cooking for one or two, the microwave often makes sense because small



amounts of food cook more quickly in the microwave than in the oven, but to cook for more, the
oven or stove are the better bets.43 What thermometers do I need?At least one: an instant-read
thermometer for sticking in pieces of meat or fish for an instant read of the internal temperature.
These thermometers have made the old-fashioned meat thermometers that are left in the meat
as it cooks obsolete. If you like to fry, you’ll need a frying thermometer that clips on to the side of
the pan and measures the temperature of the oil. A candy thermometer is superfluous if you
know how to judge the temperature of sugar by its texture in cold water. If you like working with
chocolate, you may be drawn to one of those elegant long mercury thermometers, but if it breaks
and the mercury gets loose in your house, there may be dire consequences. Instead, buy an
alcohol thermometer or an inelegant digital thermometer that measures in a range between 50°
and 200°F.From left: candy thermometer; alcohol (low-temperature) thermometer; digital instant-
read thermometer; fry thermometer with clip; oven thermometer44 What saucepans are
essential?A saucepan is a small pan used for cooking small amounts of food. Saucepans should
have heavy bottoms so foods cook evenly and are less likely to scald. The bottom of the pan
should be shiny so you can see if juices or ingredients are caramelizing. Avoid aluminum for egg
yolks and artichokes.• One 3- or 4-quart saucepan for heating and combining liquids and small
amounts of food.• One 3-quart saucepan with sloping sides for hollandaise sauce (see entry
384) or other egg yolk–based sauces. The sloping sides allow you to reach into the corners of
the pan with a whisk and prevent curdling.HINT The thickness of the sides is unimportant—don’t
waste money buying saucepans that are heavy all over; it’s the bottoms that matter.Other useful
items• One Dutch oven, which is about 12 inches in diameter with sides about 8 inches high. It’s
perfect for making stews—make sure it has a heavy bottom so you can brown the meat in it
before you add the liquid.• One 12-quart pot for boiling pasta or green vegetables. It can be dirt
cheap and poorly made as long as you’re not cooking vegetables such as onions in oil or butter
before adding liquid.• Small heavy sauté pans with straight sides that will hold one or two
steaks.45 Do I start it in cold water or hot?If you’re trying to decide whether to start a food
cooking in cold water or hot, consider whether you want the food to cook quickly or gently and
also the size. If you plunge a large object into boiling water, the outside is going to cook before
the inside. On the other hand, if you start small pieces of food in cold water, they’re likely to
overcook by the time the water gets hot.• Potatoes, beets, and other large vegetables: If you
want large vegetables such as potatoes to cook evenly, start them in cold water so that the
temperature of the inside of the potato has time to heat up at the same rate as the outside. If you
plunge a potato in boiling water, the outside will cook while the inside remains uncooked.• Eggs:
Plunge eggs into boiling water because you want the outside (the white) to cook faster than the
yolk. People like yolks to varying degrees of doneness, but no one likes a runny white.• Green
vegetables: Green vegetables or any food that needs to be cooked quickly should be plunged
into boiling water—the more the merrier so that vegetables don’t cool the water.• Meats: The old
axiom regarding meat is that meats should be added to simmering liquids if you want to keep the
savor in the meat. If you want the savor to go into the surrounding liquid, the idea goes, start the



meat in cold water. I find, though, that if you plunge meat into hot water, it releases proteins that
coagulate and cloud the broth. If you start the meat in cold water, the proteins are released more
slowly such that they form longer strands that tangle up into froth, scum, and foam, which can
then be skimmed off, leaving behind clear broth (see entry 351).• Fish: To poach, start in cold
water for very large fish such as whole salmon, and in hot water for small fish. If you poach a
large fish in already simmering water, the outside will cook before the heat can reach the center.
If you poach a small fish in cold water, it will overcook by the time the water reaches the
simmer.46 Can’t find the pot lid?Unless you’re very well organized, you may find yourself
spending time looking for the lid that fits a particular pot or saucepan. Don’t worry about it: As
long as the lid is larger than the pot, without being enormous, it will work. Turn the lid upside
down so liquid that condenses on the lid will fall off the convex lid instead of running down the
sides of the pot.HINT If you are limited to only a few lids, buy larger ones—they’ll fit on the small
pots, too.47 What can be boiled?Virtually nothing. Boiling meats dries them out; boiling broth
turns it cloudy; boiling fish causes it to fall apart; boiling eggs causes the yolks to turn gray. The
only foods you can safely boil are green vegetables and pasta (unless stuffed).48 How to
thicken liquidsOften when we deglaze a pan, braise a fish, or simmer down a broth, we want to
give the liquid a little more body so it has the consistency of a traditional sauce. Here are some
ways to do this.• Cream: Add about a fourth as much cream as there is liquid and boil it down to
the consistency you desire.• Butter: Boil down the liquid as much as you plan to—you can’t boil it
down more once you’ve added butter—and whisk in a tablespoon or so of cold butter per ¼ cup
of liquid.• Flour: If you coat pieces of meat with flour before you brown them for a stew or sprinkle
flour over the meat as it’s browning, the flour will thicken the stew. You can also work flour and
butter to a paste (called a beurre manié) with the back of a fork and whisk it into the stewing
liquid at the end. Make sure the liquid is simmering or the flour won’t thicken. Flour can be turned
into a roux by combining it with butter and cooking it gently for a few mintues. Liquids to be
thickened are whisked into the hot roux and gently cooked.• Cornstarch or arrowroot: Make a
smooth mixture of equal parts cold water and cornstarch and whisk, a little at a time, into the
simmering liquid.• Vegetable purees: Puree some of the vegetables in the stew in a blender and
whisk into the stew.A cornstarch slurryBeurre maniéFlavoring meat to thicken a stew49 How to
chill brothAt a temperature between 50°F and 140°F, broth can be a medium for bacteria growth.
Keep it hot (above 140°F) or chill it as quickly as possible. When above 140°F, broth can be
allowed to cool at room temperature—no need to waste ice to cool. Once it’s down to 140°F, cool
it quickly according to the directions below. Never put a pot of hot broth in the refrigerator
because it will warm up the whole refrigerator.To cool a small or medium amount of broth1. Let
the broth cool at room temperature until it’s cool enough that you can comfortably hold your
hand against the side of the pot. (There’s no point in wasting ice while the broth is hot enough to
be safe from contamination.)2. Place the pot in a large bowl or pot of ice until cool and then
refrigerate.To cool a large amount of broth1. Let the broth cool at room temperature until you can
comfortably hold your hand against the side of the pot.2. Thoroughly clean the outside of a pot



or bowl that will fit in the pot of broth and fill it with ice. Float the pot in the broth until all the ice
has melted.3. Repeat as often as necessary until the broth is cold. Refrigerate.50 How to doctor
canned soups and brothsOften the slightest hint of a fresh vegetable or herb will give canned
broth or soup a little bit of much-needed vitality.• Try simmering a few sprigs of fresh herbs or a
bouquet garni in the soup for 20 minutes.• If you’re more ambitious, sweat some onions (see
entry 40) and maybe some carrots in a little butter or oil and stir these into the soup.• Whisk a
little cold butter and/or cream into canned soups just before serving.• Dice white bread, cook the
cubes in butter, and add them to give the soup a buttery crunch.51 Why avoid a double boilerA
double boiler is a small saucepan with a metal bowl or pan that fits exactly into the top of the
saucepan. Food placed in the top of the double boiler warms in the heat produced by the
simmering water in the pan on the bottom without ever directly touching the heat source
(burner). The problem with double boilers is that for many preparations, the bowl must be lifted
out of the saucepan within a few seconds. Since the edge of the bowl is inside the saucepan, it’s
hard to get the bowl out quickly enough, and then steam can shoot out and burn you. A better
method is to use a bowl that’s larger than the saucepan and a saucepan that is smaller than the
bowl but large enough that the flame from the stove doesn’t climb up the sides of the saucepan
and heat the bowl directly. In this way, you can grab the bowl with a towel and take it off the heat
in an instant.52 How to buy and use a roasting panA roasting pan should be a good conductor
of heat, heavy, and as close in size to what you’re roasting as possible.HINT Don’t use a rack
when roasting or, if you do, make sure the bottom of the roasting pan is covered with meat
trimmings and/or aromatic vegetables (see entry 16) to keep it at an even and cooler
temperature. A roast placed on the rack in an empty roasting pan will release its juices; they will
burn because the roasting pan is so hot.1. Oval roasting pans are great since most roasts are
long rather than square.2. Copper or enameled iron are excellent choices because they can later
be put on the stove for making gravy or jus (see entries 295 and 316). The best bargains are
cast-iron skillets, inexpensive and available at the hardware store in all sizes.3. Attractive
roasting pans, such as oval copper or enameled iron gratin dishes, are great and look lovely on
the table.53 Throw out your roasting rackUsing a roasting rack will cause any juices to burn and
often stick to the roast and tear the skin. Instead, it’s better to keep your roast from sticking by
sprinkling the pan with a little chopped onion or a few onion slices and then setting the roast on
top.54 How high to turn the ovenWhile intuition may tell us that large foods—turkeys, large fish,
rib roasts, and the like—require a hotter oven than miniature birds such as quail, the opposite is
in fact true. If you put a turkey in a 500°F oven, the outside will burn before the heat penetrates to
the center. On the other hand, if you stick a chicken in a 200°F oven, it will overcook before it
even browns. A good rule of thumb is to start out in a hot oven, wait until your food is browned,
and then turn the oven down to medium or low—say, about 300° degrees—to finish cooking.55
Searing on the stove; finishing in the ovenBecause small foods such as fish, small birds, or a
small roast will take a minimum of 20 minutes to brown in even the hottest oven, this length of
time risks overcooking them. It’s better to brown them on the stove first, and then finish them in



the oven. If you roast a small bird, such as a Cornish hen, in even the hottest oven, it may be
dried out by the time it’s well browned. Prebrowning on the stove prevents this.56 How to buy
and use a baking sheetThe best pans for sheets are large, made of heavy iron, and come from
France. These are expensive and hard to find. However, most recipes for sheet cakes call for
half sheet pans, which measure 13 by 17 inches. These pans not as heavy as French pans, but
they’re deeper, making them suited to most sheet cakes. Sheet pans without sides, or with very
low sides, are meant for cookies, not cakes. Obviously, you can adjust the amount of cake batter
you make according to the size of the sheet pans you have; just be aware of the size the recipe
calls for. Keep in mind that a cake recipe for one 9- to 10-inch cake will make a thin layer cake if
the batter is spread out in a 13 by 17-inch sheet pan. To make a sheet cake with the traditional
thickness, make a double recipe or the equivalent of two 9- to 10-inch cake layers.HINT To
emulate a thicker pan, which will cook more evenly, simply double or triple the sheet pans. If
you’re worried about the bottoms of your cookies burning, for instance, sprinkle water on one
sheet pan and put another sheet pan on top of it and bake.57 Keeping food hotOne of the
greatest challenges to the cook is keeping the food hot from the time it comes out of the oven or
off the stove until it gets to the table. Roasts of course are allowed to rest, but in a warm place
(the back of the stove is usually good) so they don’t cool off. Some foods can be covered with foil
or a pot lid, but crusty foods such as steaks and roasts can steam if covered too tightly. Most
important is that the plates or bowls be as hot as possible—but not so hot that they’ll burn
anyone. If you don’t have a warming or other oven just for heating plates, use the microwave
(make sure your plates are microwave safe—some porcelain will crack, and metal will spark) or
one of the latest dishwashers that have a setting just for warming plates. A last method: Put the
plates in a bowl or pot of very hot water and dry them quickly as you take them out to serve.58
Keep the butter coldButter is a fragile emulsion of fat in liquid held in place with a small amount
of protein. When adding butter to hot foods, the butter must be cold so the emulsion stays intact
and the consistency remains silky and smooth instead of oily. Remember this when stirring
butter into hot soups, pasta, cooked vegetables, and sauces.59 How to “shock” green
vegetablesRecipes for green vegetables often say to boil the vegetables and then shock them in
ice water, meaning filling a bowl full of ice cubes and throwing the cooked vegetables in it to stop
the cooking. The problem with this is that it uses up all your ice, and then you’re stuck sorting
through the ice cubes to pick out the green beans or the spinach leaves. It works just as well to
forget about the ice. Drain the vegetables in a colander and immediately rinse them with cold tap
water for 30 seconds.60 How to reheat leftover vegetablesDon’t immerse leftover cooked
vegetables in boiling water or you’ll leach out all their flavor. Don’t sauté them in butter either, or
they’ll get oily. Instead, take a tablespoon or two of cream or water, bring it to the boil; add and
toss the vegetables over medium heat, until they’re heated through. If you wish, you can then
toss them with cold butter.61 Which salt for what?There are so many kinds of salt available now
that it’s become difficult to know which to use for what. Some generalizations can be made,
however.1. A box of inexpensive kosher salt is ideal for salting large amounts of water for boiling



vegetables or pasta.2. Fine salt, either bought fine or ground, is best for seasoning foods in
which the crunch of coarse salt would be too much.3. Sea salt, ideally the rather gray looking sel
de Guérande, contains essential minerals and a delicate marine flavor.4. Fleur de sel is ideal in
tiny pinches placed on delicate foods.What is fleur de sel?Fleur de sel is a kind of sea salt—salt
that is harvested in some parts of France by trapping sea water in lagoons and letting the water
dry. As the water evaporates, salt begins to form on the surface of the pond in a characteristic
flower pattern. The salt is raked off, allowed to dry slightly more, and marketed as fleur (“flower”)
de sel. If you look closely at a pinch of fleur de sel, you’ll see that it’s made of flat crystals that
“cleave”; like mica, it has flat crystals that peel away from one another.HINT Fleur de sel has a
delicate flavor and looks great on top of small servings. It’s expensive, so use it at the end.Do I
need a salt mill?Admittedly, a salt mill looks classy at the table, but most salt mills work only with
salt that’s dry. The best sea salts are usually wet.62 When do I add salt?It depends. If you have
forethought, season fish and meat a couple of hours or more before cooking and then pat them
dry before browning. This gives the salt time to penetrate the food. Because salt draws water out
of foods, which can interfere with browning, the foods need to be patted dry. If you don’t have
time to salt ahead of time, salt just before browning (such as for a stew) or just before serving (as
for steak). Broths and sauces should be salted just before serving in case you want to boil them
down (reduce them) to concentrate them. Boiling down liquids increases the concentration of
any salts they contain.Why is some salt dry and some wet?Morton Salt made the expression
“When it rains, it pours” famous by marketing salt that was always dry. Sea salt is what’s called
hygroscopic, which means it absorbs moisture from the air and is always somewhat wet. To
prevent this, some companies add a magnesium compound to the salt to keep it dry. This also
makes it easier to pour.63 How to grind and use pepperFreshly grind pepper so that its aroma
isn’t allowed to evaporate. A small simple pepper mill is best for this—the Peugeot brand is the
classic found all over France, both on the table and in the kitchen—and keep it next to the stove.
The Peugeot brand is designed so that by turning the mill clockwise, the pepper is ground fine,
and by turning it counterclockwise, the pepper is coarse.When to use pepperDon’t add pepper
to foods until just before serving or just before browning; if you do, the flavor of the pepper will
cook off and leave a harsh flavor. This is especially true for soups and broths, which should
never be peppered before they are served.64 How to add chile hotnessChile peppers,
especially dried chiles, come in such variety that we often don’t know which one to use where.
Dried chiles are most flavorful when reconstituted with a 30-minute soaking in warm water. To
use them, discard the liquid, seed, and chop into a paste. To help you identify and understand
more about fresh and dried chiles, here’s a brief rundown.FreshDepending on where you live, a
variety of fresh chiles is available at different times of the year. Fresh chiles benefit from being
blackened over a flame and then peeled.• Anaheim: These long, thin green chiles are good for
stuffing, and like bell peppers, their taste is improved by charring and peeling them (see entry
186) before they are stuffed or added to soups, stews, or salads. Occasionally, you may find red
Anaheim chiles, which have a sweeter, less vegetablelike flavor than the green ones.• Fresno:



Shaped a little like a stubby jalapeño, these red chiles are, in fact, sometimes mistaken for
jalapeños—until they’re bitten into. Fresno chiles are considerably hotter and great in salsas.•
Habanero: Sometimes described as “lantern-shaped,” these roundish chiles come in all colors.
Regardless of color, they are very hot; seed them with gloves on to protect your hands from the
very hot oil they contain. Use them in salsas or salads containing tropical fruits.• Jalapeño:
Usually green, but on occasion red, jalapeños are being bred to be larger and to contain much
less heat than they had in the past. They are a good all-round, easy-to-find source of heat, but
they don’t have much flavor. They are more delicious when they’re smoked, and then they’re
called chipotle chiles and come canned in adobo sauce or dried.• New Mexico: Green or red, as
long as nine inches, with medium heat, New Mexico chiles are great used in salsas or, when
charred and peeled, in strips in sandwiches and on burgers.• Poblano: One of the most flavorful
chiles, poblanos are dark green and more pointed than bell peppers. They range in heat from
mild to hot, but they’re often good in dishes as a substitute for bell peppers. If you can find red
poblanos, which have an even better flavor, scoop them up.• Scotch bonnet: These look like
habaneros, small and roundish, and have similar heat: They’re very hot. They’re used in
Caribbean cooking and in jerk rubs.• Serrano: These look like elongated jalapeño chiles and can
be used in recipes that call for heat. They tend to be quite hot, although they’re not as hot as
habaneros or Scotch bonnets. They’re usually available green or red.• Thai: These tiny chiles
come green or red and are often called for in Southeast Asian cooking. Although they are much
hotter than jalapeños, they’re also much smaller and can be substituted one for one.How to peel
chilesLarger chiles can be peeled very easily. Follow the techniques described for peeling bell
peppers in entry 186. However, keep in mind that chiles usually have thinner skins than peppers,
so it’s important not to overcook them, or they’ll fall apart.DriedWhen dried, chiles provide us
with some of nature’s most complex flavors. To bring out their flavor, put them in a skillet over
medium heat and stir them around until you smell their fragrance, but be careful not to scorch
them. Then soak them for 30 minutes or so in hot water before seeding and stemming them.
After soaking, you can puree them in a blender with just enough water to get the mixture to turn
around and then transfer the purees to resealable plastic bags and freeze them. When buying
dried chiles, look for those that still retain some moisture and have a leathery texture, not brittle.
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Walt S, “Great guide for the beginning cook. We've had a copy of this book for years, but got
another copy for my son and grandson -- they eat out a lot and would eat IN if they had more
options or knew how to cook more foods. The book is full of good ideas and guidance, and
helps you with both simple and complicated cooking problems.  A great  guide!”

Christie fuqua, “Great kitchen book.. I purchased one for my daughter when she got her first
home because of the variety of information. Full of great..useful information. She has purchased
3 since getting hers to give with her wedding baskets she gives at her friends Bridal Showers.
Two of them told her the book was one of their favorite gifts received.”

Alex Wilson, “Great Help in the Kitchen. Well Indexed. I really like this kitchen book. There are
ten sections: Tools, Techniques, and Advice; Eggs, Cheese, Pasta, and Rice; Vegetables and
Fruit; Shellfish and Fish; Poultry and Meat; Broths, Soups, and Sauces; Pies and Tarts; Cakes,
Batters, and Custards; Beverages; and Etiquette. There are tips on how to julienne leeks, pit an
apricot, buy shrimp, roast a chicken, make any cream soup with a blender, choose a cake pan,
make a simple frozen soufflé, make perfectly clear ice.... The book has a few good recipes, and
it is extremely helpful for simple techniques and tricks. I gave this book five stars because of the
amount of information it has. Additionally, the index is amazing! This book would make an
awesome gift for someone who wants to learn how to cook, is moving into their own home, and/
or for a first cookbook (it has some basic recipes).”

Tracey Howard, “So much information!. This book has so much information, tips, and tricks for
the kitchen!  It's a wonderful source of information and workarounds for all that you may need.”

M. S. Roos, “It has a lot of interesting information! Not all of it is really useful for day to day
cooking.. I bought this book as a gift for a grandchild who likes to cook. Some of it will be helpful
but quite a lot will be just interesting factoids.”

jsander1123, “Helpful. I'd say my cooking skill/knowledge is somewhere between intermediate
to advanced. I knew most of the tips and tricks in this book, but there were still plenty of things I
learned from it. So it was still well worth the buy.I highly recommend this book because it
provides a vast amount of helpful and accurate information for home cooks. This book is an easy
read so it won't be brain racking.This would make a nice housewarming gift for a young adult
moving out of mom and dad's for the first time.”

Jaeeld, “great reference for simplified French cooking. This is a great reference and resource for
French cooking basics with simplified, yet in depth explanations and instructions. He said that
he wanted to remove the unnecessary steps, so he only gives practica instructions that give



results. If you want to learn the science, as well as the art of French cooking, I would
recommend it. It also has enough pictures to illustrate the instructions. It also has nice recipes.
What more could you want, besides cullinary school?”

Hillary F, “A staple for every cook!. This is a great resource for all cooks, but especially
beginners. I bought it for my 12 year old who is taking an interest in cooking, but i have learned
alot from it too. This book gives tips and explanations that help build a understanding of food and
how it responds different methods. That makes a better more useful cook who can see beyond
the recipe. It is simple and easy to reference. 
  
What's a Cook to Do?: An Illustrated Guide to 484 Essential Tips, Techniques, and Tricks”

M. Tuffley, “Simply brilliant. At last a book that covers everything that you need to know in the
kitchen. It covers everything from how to peel different exotic fruits to how to store different
herbs. Every little question you have thought of is covered. This book would make an excellent
gift for anyone who is either just starting out in cookery or even been cooking for years. I highly
recommend it and can't work out how I ever was without it.”

Zuzanna Olszewska, “Five Stars. Good quality of the book, fast delivery, recommend.”

debbers, “Great tips in this book. Great tips in this book. I bought one for each family member for
christmas. Very handy to keep in kitchen”

Angela McInnes, “Five Stars. Everyone should have a copy of this book.”

The book by James Peterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 146 people have provided feedback.
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